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Abstract
A new type of solid-state sensor for the detection
of minute concentrations
of hydrogen gas has been
developed. The sensor is made of thin, commerciallyavailable
polyvinylidene
fluoride
(PVDF)
pyroelectric film, sputter-coated
with Pd (or a Al-Ni
double layer). We show that the device probably
monitors the change in the pyroelectric coefficient
of the film due to electrostatic interactions of adsorbed hydrogen ions with the VDF polymer matrix
upon hydrogenation
and selective absorption
by
the metallic coating. Presently, hydrogen concentrations as small as 0.075%, in a flowing Hz t N2
mixture, have been detected.

1. Introduction
In recent years, hydrogen gas has become a technologically important substance; it is used as a fuel
in several industries, with the consequence that fast,
in situ monitoring of trace amounts is of extreme
importance. Therefore, a considerable research effort
has been directed
toward the development
of
hydrogen gas sensors. A number of gas sensors based
on hydrogen-induced
changes in the electrical conductivity
of metal-oxide-semiconductor
(MOS)
structures have been reported [l-3].
Lundstriim
et al. reported on Pd-gate MOS transistors and Pd-gate
metal-insulator-semiconductor
(MIS) sensors [4,5].
Steele and MacIver showed that a Pd-CdS Schottky
barrier diode exhibited a response to hydrogen [6].
The double metal-gate MISFET has also been used
as a hydrogen sensor [7]. The insulate-gate fieldeffect transistor
(IGFET)
appears to have been
successful as a hydrogen
sensor as well [4,8].
Hydrogen-sensitive
MOSFETs with a catalytic gate
metal, such as Pd [4], have also been reported.
Furthermore,
a variety of other hydrogen sensors
have been developed: a surface acoustic wave (SAW)
sensor [9], an optical fiber sensor [lo] and a piezoelectric crystal detector
[ll].
A pyroelectric
gas
sensor, based on d.c. surface temperature
changes
due to heat of adsorption-desorption
following
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thermal ramping of the sensor, has also been reported
[12]. This sensor requires a furnace-type environment for temperature
ramping, and its sensitivity
to trace gas analysis under dynamic, flow-through
conditions
has not been established. Severe noise
problems
due to surface temperature
transients
under flow conditions might be expected to limit
the utility of this sensor. Zemel [13] has recently
fabricated a LiTa03 pyroelectric detector, based on
gas-surface
interaction
principles, which requires
multi-level planar processing and is activated by
resistive d.c. heating via a thin film (400 nm) NiCr
heater. Besides its fabrication complexity, this d.c.
pyroelectric sensor was proven to be extremely susceptible to temperature fluctuations due to environmental factors (e.g., valve opening and closing during
gas cycles). An additional disadvantage of this (otherwise quite sensitive) sensor may be the long delay
for gas detection (= 1 min) due to diffusive transport
of thermal energy from the Pd electrode region to
the reference (Au) electrode. These factors appear
to have limited the development
of purely pyroelectric devices as gas sensors to date.
This paper describes the development of a novel
and simple thin-film photopyroelectric
(P’E) [14,
151 solid-state sensor for the detection of minute
concentrations
of hydrogen gas, with potentially
superior sensitivity
and speed of response. The
present P2E device is expected to solve many problems encountered
with purely pyroelectric,
and
perhaps other, gas detectors, with the added element
of fabrication simplicity.

2. Experimental
Poled PVDF thin films (P-phase) are known to
exhibit strong pyroelectricity;
i.e., a varying potential
difference is generated (in the direction of poling)
between the two metallized electrode surfaces that
sandwich the pyroelectric film when a temperature
change is induced within the pyroelectric layer [ 161.
The design of a hydrogen sensor fabricated from
such a pyroelectric
thin film has become feasible
because of the ability of the pyroelectric to respond
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to a.c. optical excitation,
and the possibility of
depositing a variety of thin metal electrode coatings
on PVDF. For this work, our target was to coat
PVDF with a metal which can adsorb and subsequently absorb hydrogen gas molecules preferentially
in
the presence of other ambient gases. Our hypothesis
is that, upon establishing a steady-state temperature
field within the pyroelectric by amplitude-modulated
laser irradiation,
any changes in the pyroelectric
properties (and the pyroelectric coefficient in particular) of the PVDF, due to interactions
with the
hydrogen gas, will register as changes in the observed
P’E signal, thus yielding a hydrogen sensor.
It is well known that both palladium (Pd) and
nickel (Ni) have high hydrogen solubilities, and that
the effect is stronger in Pd [ 171. Palladium, because
of its selectivity to hydrogen absorption, has been
employed as a filter for hydrogen purification [17],
and has also been used to provide hydrogen selectivity for piezoelectric
[l l] and purely pyroelectric
[ 131 hydrogen detectors.
A system has been constructed that allowed us
to test the response of the Pd-PVDF pyroelectric
sensor to flows of hydrogen/nitrogen
mixtures, with
H2 concentrations
ranging from pure nitrogen to
pure hydrogen. The system consisted of four subsystems: gas control, temperature control, test cell
and signal generation and analysis.
The heart of the system is the test cell: it contains
two P2E detectors (active Pd-coated and reference
standard Pennwalt Al-Ni-coated
electrode)
[ 161.
The gas-handling system introduces a mixture of
hydrogen and nitrogen gases into the test cell and
allows the mixture to leave through the exhaust
The
temperature-control
line
after
pumping.
system ensures that the temperature of the incoming
gas flow will be the same as that of the sensor itself.
Care was taken in the design of the gas-flow chamber
to ensure easy access of symmetric flow patterns
over the active and reference detectors.
An overview of the experimental arrangement of
the P2E sensor is shown in Fig. l(a). The
instrumentation
consisted of an RCA laser diode
supply. The outpowered by an a.c. current
put laser beam, 4 mW p-t-p multimode at a800
to a three-way
fiber-optic
nm, was directed
coupler where it was split at approximately
16, 34
and 50%. Detailed schematics of the PVDF cells,
active, A, and reference, B, as well as the feedback
control are shown in Fig. l(b). As is shown there,
the 16% intensity fiber-optic channel was directed
to a photodiode (PD) whose output was then sent
to the ‘monitor’ input of the home-made laser current
supply for preamplification
and the feedback control
of the laser current, as well as for synchronous lockin detection.
The feedback control consisted of
using this reference signal to correct temporal intensity variations in the modulated laser beam. Only

a small fraction of the electrode areas is illuminated.
The spots are approximately
0.8 mm in diameter,
and could be controlled by moving the optical fibers
closer to, or away from, the metallized surface.
Note that the optical fibers guide the light very
close to the Al-Ni-PVDF
films (cl-2
mm). In
the same Figure information is given concerning the
thicknesses
of different
coatings. According
to
Pennwalt Corporation [ 181, the Ni film on the PVDF
is necessary because the Al does not adhere to VDF
polymer.
Before discussing the photopyroelectric
response upon introduction
of hydrogen, it is important to note that the gas contacts the Pd and Al-Ni
surfaces only (see Fig. l(a)-(c))
while the surfaces
subjected to IR irradiation are isolated from the
exposed gases. Small amounts of vacuum grease
(visible in Fig. l(c)) were placed at the entrance
holes of the optical fibers into the PVDF housing,
and ensured that the back illuminated area of the
PVDF surface was sealed off from access by the
H2 gas in the chamber. The modulation frequency
of the infrared beam was monitored with a frequency meter. It is important
to note that the
optical absorption of the metallized PVDF film in the
infrared region of the spectrum is very high so that
sensor operation was in the photopyroelectric
saturation regime, independent
of the optical properties
of the coated PVDF [19]. The a.c. P*E detector
signals from a 28 pm thick PVDF film, on which
a thickness of a285 A Pd had been evaporated
(henceforth designated ‘unit A’) and a similar PVDF
film first covered with 200 A standard Ni and then
with 600 A of Al [ 181 (‘unit B’), were bandpassfiltered and preamplified
by two low-noise preamplifiers. The two signals were then connected to
a double-input oscilloscope for visual display, and to
two lock-in analyzers, designated units 1 and 2 (see
Fig. l(a)). The lock-in amplifiers were referenced
by the a.c. laser current supply. The output of lockin 1 was connected to lock-in amplifier 2, which
was equipped with a ratio option, allowing the absolute value of the normalized
function
output
to be obtained [20] :

(1)
where VA is the signal obtained from the Pd-PVDF
electrode, V, is the signal generated by the AI-NiPVDF electrode and VR is the a.c. laser power reference output obtained
from the photodiode
PD.
As shown in Fig. l(a) and (b), in general two output
infrared beams were directed to the Pd-PVDF and
AI-Ni-PVDF
films. The two pyroelectric
transducers absorbed the thermal energy of the infrared
beams and thus gave rise to two different electrical
voltages, VA and V,.
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic overview of the P*E sensor set-up. (b) Detail of the gas-flow chamber, including the active Pdcoated and
reference AL-N&coated PVDF cells. (c) Photograph of the test cell chamber, showing the two photopyroelectric Inficon housings.

3. Analysis of the Photopyroelectric

Response

Figure 2 presents the a.c.-induced
photopyroelectric voltages, VA and Vn, of the two PVDF
films as displayed on a double-input
Tektronix
(model T9 12) oscilloscope. In our case, harmonic
modulation
of the beam intensity
resulted
in
harmonic changes in AT (because of the harmonic
change of the incident IR light fluence), which
subsequently
gave rise to synchronous a.c. voltages
V,cf) and V,(j):

(2.1)
WBC~)EBL

VPB
vBtf)

=

tively; pA and pn are the pyroelectric coefficients;
WA and h$$ are the incident optical fluxes; CA and
cn are volume specific heats; n is the illuminated
surface emissivity; E is the PVDF dielectric constant;
EAL and EBL are the illuminated areas; and EARN
and EBBS are the electrode areas (EAT < EAT and
EBL < E&.
The surface emissivity n is in fact a
nonradiative
efficiency factor, indicating the percentage conversion
of optical energy to thermal
energy. 1) in our case is very high due to the high
absorptance of the Ni-Al metallized PVDF in the
infrared region of the spectrum. From eqns. (1)
(2.1) and (2.2), the output differential signal prior
to the introduction
of hydrogen gas in the test cell
generated in the Pd-PVDF
and the Al-Ni-PVDF
electrodes may be written as

(2.2)

EC&&l

where the subscripts A and B refer to the active
(Pd) and the reference (Al-Ni) electrodes, respec-

-

PB WBWBL

1

(3)

E&I
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(4.2)

EB~I

Upon introduction
of hydrogen into the test cell,
a rise of the normalized differential voltage was
caused by the Ha (atomic or molecular) adsorption
on, and absorption in, the palladium film. This normalized differential voltage is given by the relation

Fig. 2. Photopyroelecttic a.c. responses PA(f) and Yn(f) of
the two PVDF films as displayed on a double-input Tectronix
oscilloscope. PA(r, and Vnfl have the same amplitudes
(prior to the introduction of hydrogen gas) because of the
choice of gain on the preamplifiers.

where f = 20 Hz and C, = CB E C, due to the impermeability
of the PVDF film bulk by hydrogen.
The lock-in output channels were connected to a
computer, through the ports of an A/D converter,
for data storage and analysis of the ratioed output
signal amplitude, AS. In eqn. (3) the absolute value
signs have been replaced by brackets, because it was
found that the active electrode signal VA increased
in the presence of HZ, while VB remained unaltered.
Since the heat flows into the P*E devices from
the laser beams are not equal (WA f WB; see Fig.
l(b)), the two photopyroelectric
voltages were different. Thus, the magnitude of AS was minimized
in the beginning of each experiment by a judicious
choice of gain on the preamplifiers, prior to introduction of the gas into the test cell (VB = VA --f IV,
- VA1 -+ AS = 0). As a result of the above considerations we can write that, initially
PA]01 w&An

-_ pB[OI &S&n
(4.1)
E-At?1
EBer
where the bracketed quantities signify ambient Hz
concentration.
The introduction
of hydrogen into
the test cell does not change the heat fluxes because
Ar(f)
is solely determined
by the infrared laser
beams. Thus in the following discussion we shall
assume that W E WA = WB because of the choice of
gain on the preamplifiers. It is also clear that during
the measurements, the distances of the optical fibers
from the PVDF illuminated surface remain constant,
and because of that we can also assume that the two
areas are equal: Rr, E EAL = EBL. The relation
(4.1), which is imposed because AS = 0, may then
be rewritten as

In the absence of Hz ([HI = 0), all the coefficients
(pyroelectric coefficients, electrodes and illuminated
areas and volume specific heats) of the two terms
in eqn. (5) can be assumed identical. With the
introduction
of hydrogen into the chamber, if there
is an increase of 6S, eqns. (3)-(5)
lead to a new
relationship between the pyroelectric factors:
PA IHI > pB[HI
__
(6)
E&r
E&I
From the above inequality one can conclude that the
introduction
of hydrogen into the test cell gives rise
to a photopyroelectric
response because of the
change of the pyroelectric
coefficient and/or the
change of the effective palladium electrode area
(change in the PVDF capacitance).
In order to
identify the more probable mechanism generating
the hydrogen response, both possibilities will be
examined separately.
Hypothesis 1: Response Due to the Change of the
Pyroelectric Coefficients
We assume that Ed G EACH= EBBS. Before the
introduction
of the hydrogen ([HI = 0) the ‘pyroelectric coefficients of the Pd- and Ni-Al-coated
PVDF films may be assumed identical: pA[O] =
pB [0]. Thus, for an interaction of HZ gas with the
Pd to cause an excess differential voltage 6S, after
hypothesis 1, eqn. (5) may be written as [ 14, 151
~S=K~(PAIHI

-PBIHI)

(7)

where K, (3~ WEL/eCEa V,> is a system constant.
However, pB[HJ = pB [0] = pA [0], and this is due
to the lack of response of the Al-Ni surface to Hz
gas. This shows that in the absence of hydrogen gas
6s = 0. With the above considerations
and writing
&?A 3 pA [H] - pA IO], eqn. (7) may be modified:
SSy? = KlApA

(59

For small departures from the pA[O] value, the derivative of the pyroelectric coefficient pA with respect
to the density of absorbed atoms (or ions), iVB,
gives the ApA variation [ 14,151:
ApA=

ap,
i ~NH

1

NH=0

NH
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Fig. 4. Variation of output differential saturated signal
amplitude 6S, as a function of hydrogen concentration
(T = 20 “C).
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symmetric
with respect to the equilibrium
level
(dashed line in Fig. 5). This experiment shows that
the pyroelectric response is sensitive to the sign of
the charges at the PVDF surface next to the Pd layer.
The results are consistent
with the presence of
charged H+ ions at the Pd-PVDF interface [2 1,23,
241. In the case of the positively polarized electrode,
the additional positive charges (protons) will raise
the electrostatic potential of the front surface with
respect to the unexposed back surface. This would
result in an increased photopyroelectric
voltage,
as observed. On the contrary, absorbed protons are
expected to neutralize (cancel) the field due to the
negative charges at the surface of the negatively
polarized electrode, thus lowering the electrostatic
potential
of the front surface. This would result
in the observed decreased P2E voltage. The above
picture is corroborated
by mechanistic
evidence
available from other solid-state Pd-coated hydrogen
sensors, which operate as back-interface
detection
devices similar to the new Pd-PVDF sensor. Specifically, with the Pd-MOSFET,
upon dissociation
at the Pd surface, hydrogen enters the Pd bulk as
ions (protons,
H+) and quickly migrates to the
interface where it shifts the gate bias [2 1,231 due to
the device interactions with the H+ charge. A certain
spillover in the insulating SiO, layer of the MOSFET
has also been detected [21, 231. It thus appears
that our hypothesis
1 offers a valid operational
description of the Pd-P2E sensor.
Figure 6 shows the P2E signal 6S evolution in the
case where Hz access to the back (illuminated)
surface of the sensor PVDF film was allowed. The
film was coated with 285 A Pd on both sides and
pure hydrogen gas was introduced into the test cell
at t = 1 min. An initial differential signal appeared,
which after reaching a maximum returned to the
baseline while hydrogen was still flowing. It is evident
that the transient is due to the delayed HZ arrival

mini-

In fact, our most recent experiments have
shown that detection of 40 ppm is possible at room
temperature
[22]. A future optimization
of our
set-up and detection
electronics
is expected to
improve this level of sensitivity.
The likelihood of either hypothesis 1 or 2 being
the major mechanism responsible for the P2E sensor
signal 6s in the presence of H2 was further examined.
Toward this goal, two PVDF films were coated with
285 A Pd on oppositely polarized surfaces. These
films were used as detectors and Fig. 5 shows the
time evolution
of lPAl/lvR 1 upon exposure to
pure hydrogen. It can be seen that the positively
polarized electrode gives an induced normalized
voltage lV,+l/l vn 1, which increases as a function
of time (o points). The voltage from the negatively
polarized
electrode,
lVA-l/lVRl,
decreases as a
function of time (* points) in a manner essentially
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.
at the back surface of the Pd-PVDF film. Once in
contact with both metal-polymer
interfaces, the
extraneous
electrostatic
charge densities
at the
front surface, which generated the initial differential
voltage, were entirely compensated by similar charges
in the symmetric
geometry of the back surface,
thus returning
the observed voltage to the preexposure level. It should be noted that the steadystate saturation 6S levels of the sensor with one
surface exposed to Hz, and the return of the SS
level to the baseline of the sensor with two exposed
surface, are indicative: (i) of the impermeability
of
PVDF bulk to hydrogen and (ii) of the invariance of
the photothermal
signal with the incorporation
of
hydrogen in the Pd matrix of the illuminated surface.
Figure 7 shows the variation of 6s as a function
of time for different Hs flow rates (500 to 60 ml/
min), T = 20 ‘C, Hz concentration = 5% in nitrogen).
Note that the flow rate does not influence the overall
6s behavior very much, and saturation occurs essentially at the same level. On the other hand, the flow
rate does influence the response time of the sensor,
which increases monotonically
(3 min to 10 min)
with decreasing flow rate between 500 ml/min and
60 ml/min.
The experimental results show that our Pd-PVDF
P’E sensor is completely
reversible and durable.
Initially, one face of the Pd-PVDF
film (285 A)
was exposed several times to 100% Hz (10’ Pa).
The experimental
curves in Fig. 8(a) show an irreversible sensitivity loss with each successive introduction of hydrogen. A similar phenomenon
has been
observed by Lalauze ef al. [25] using pure Pd substrates. According to these authors, sample treatment
(exposure and heat treatment) has a large influence
on hydrogen adsorption. Our Pd-PVDF P’E signal
saturated at a reproducible value after four of five
exposures (Fig. 8(a)) without any additional treat-
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Fig. 8. Variation of output differential signal amplitude 6s
as a function of time, after several exposures to pure hydrogen (T = 20°C). (a) With an as-received Pd-PVDF film;
(b) with a previously exposed Pd-PVDF fii.

ment, unlike the work by Lalauze er al., who reported stabilization
only after a relatively sophisticated treatment
program had been followed. The
stability of our sensor has been repeatedly confirmed
with three different Pd-PVDF
films. Figure 8(b)
shows the excellent
reproducibility
of the signal
after many exposures to pure hydrogen following
the first five ‘break-in’ exposures. The signal level
has been found to be very reversible and reproducible
with several Pd-PVDF films. In terms of durability,
the basic signal quality shown in Fig. 8(b) lasted for
several hundred exposures, as well as under various
hydrogen concentrations.
Thus, reproducibility
and
durability of the photopyroelectric
sensor have been
successfully demonstrated in this work.

Conclusion
In this paper, the first photopyroelectric
gas
detector has been presented. Our first experimental
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results suggest that a new Pd-PVDF P2E sensor can
be implemented as a trace hydrogen detector, under
ambient conditions or in remote locations. A study
of the sensitivity limits, speed of response, reproducibility, durability and simplicity has been performed.
An analysis of the variation of the photopyroelectric
normalized
differential
signal after exposure to
hydrogen has been carried out by examining separately the probable signal-generating factors of the P2E
device, such as the pyroelectric coefficient and the
electrode area (capacitance of the film).
The main results of our study can be summarized
as follows:
(1) The room-temperature
operation capability
of the new P2E sensor may be indicative of comparable (or even superior) performance to those of
several other purely pyroelectric gas sensors, and,
perhaps, other solid-state hydrogen detectors mentioned in the introduction to this work. For instance,
the room-temperature
operation capability of the
new P2E sensor may be indicative
of superior
durability
over the Pd-MOSFET,
which requires
elevated operating temperatures
[4,5,21,23]
for
high sensitivity and speed of response. Further results
in comparison with a piezoelectric crystal detector
will be presented elsewhere [26].
(2) The present results are consistent with the
hypothesis that the photopyroelectric
device monitors the change in the photopyroelectric
coefficient
of the film due to electric dipole coupling between
hydrogen ions and the VDF polymer matrix upon
hydrogenation
and selective absorption
by the
metallic coating.
(3) The detector has been found to be reversible
and durable. The Pd-PVDF film has shown a reversible response for several hundred
adsorptionabsorption-desorption
cycles.
Extensions of the present measurements
to the
detection of other gases may lead to an increase of
the PaE detector utilization:
other environmentally
important gases may be detectable, such as hydrocarbons, SO,, HCl, NHa, Has, and even radioactive
gases such as tritium
with appropriate
metallic
electrode coatings.
The hydrogen P2E sensor has the potential to
become an excellent tool for surface science studies
under UHV conditions,
for example, for heat of
adsorption
measurements
of the W-HZ system,
especially at low temperatures where other hydrogen
detectors do not exhibit good operating characteristics.
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